Orange Dust Is Great On Cheese Puffs, But It's Not Good On Woven Strapping

Our strapping will not flake or delaminate, so strapping residue will not accumulate under the gripper foot of the tool. This is an incredibly important safety issue because a gunked up gripper foot can cause a tool to slip and prevent the adequate tension that is required to keep a buckle closed. Insufficient tension will cause a strap to slip out of the buckle and lead to load failure.

Request Redback!

★ Verified Linear Strength
★ High Joint Strength
★ Low Elongation
★ All Weather Performance
★ No Flaking or Delamination

To learn more about our advantages, contact your local sales representative. Or to locate a distributor near you call or email:

T: 425.455.9200  E: info@redback.com
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